
Notes, Rests, Dotted Notes
and Ledger Lines

Stems are added to the notes and can be either up
or down as well as to the left or right side

When the stem is pointing down the notehead is to the right

When the stem is pointing up the notehead is to the left



Our staff consists of five lines

When the note is above the middle line, the stem will go down

When the note is below the middle line, the stem will go up

When the note is on the middle it can go either up or down

1) Add stems to the following notes



When a flag is added to the note it is always on the right side

2) Add stems to all these notes eighth notes
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Dots affect the overall rhythmic value of the note
the dot is always on the right side of the note

If a note is on the line, we place the dot in the middle
of the space immediately after the note

If the note is on the space, we place the dot in the middle
of the space after the note

When we have a dot, we take the value of the note
and add half of its value

Whole note equals 4 beats
Half of 4 is 2

Dotted whole note equals 6 beats

A half note equals 2 beats
Half of 2 is 1

Dotted half note equals 3 beats

A quarter note equals 1 beats
Half of 1 is 1/2

Dotted quarter note equals 1 1/2 beats

3) Add stems and dots after each note



4) Write how many beats each note gets

List of dotted notes and their values

5) Name the note or rest and how many beats
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-Ledger lines extend the range of the staff
-They must be spaced the same height as the staff lines

If the note is on a space, we do not place the
ledger line on the outside of the note

Ledger lined notes in the treble and bass clef.
Two ledger lines above the treble clef is C
Two ledger lines below the bass clef is C



6) Name The notes above the staff in the treble clef

8) Name The notes above the staff in the bass clef

9) Name The notes below the staff in the bass clef

7) Name The notes below the staff in the treble clef



10) Write the ledger line note below the staff in the treble clef

11) Write the ledger line note above the staff in the treble clef

12) Write the ledger line note below the staff in the bass clef

13) Write the ledger line note above the staff in the bass clef


